
More than 150 Communications Companies 
Trust ObserveIT.

Including 5 of the top 10 Global Telecommunications organizations.

Communications organizations offer a wide range of services to empower people and businesses. These 
services in one way or another have become critical in everyday life, and therein lies the growing cyber 
security risk both internally and externally. When looking at the insider threat, the greatest security 
challenge organizations face today is people. Having the ability to monitor and understand what users 
are doing is a core capability to drastically reducing the risk of insider threat and adhering to existing 
and emerging compliance regulations.

ObserveIT helps over 1,500 customers identify and eliminate insider threat by combining the most 
comprehensive view of user activity on all endpoints, applications, and files with hundreds of 
preconfigured indicators of insider threat built by industry experts and rich analytics. The solution 
drastically decreases the risk of an insider threat incident, ensures organizations remain compliant, 
decreases time spent on investigating incidents, and prevents data loss.
   

MONITOR USERS 
including vendors, consultants, 
privileged and business users

RECORD ALL ACTIVITY
Capture exactly who did what on all 

target servers and endpoints

ANALYZE USER BEHAVIOR
Detect out-of -policy behavior 

with real-time analytics and alerts

One click to 
investigate user 
activity with 
comprehensive 
accuracy.
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Satisfy even the strictest user monitoring compliance requirements.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

SEE IT TODAY AT OBSERVEIT.COM/TRYITNOW

Deploys with ease; includes Hundreds 
of out-of-the box indicators & reports 
of insider threat activity.

Provides the most comprehensive view 
of all activity from business users, priv. 

users, and 3rd parties.

Reduces end-to-end investigation time from 
days or weeks to minutes with playback, 
search, reports, and analytics.

Flexible prevention policies stops users from 
breaching  policies with warneing notivications 

and application blocking.




